The photobook is both an art form of sequenced photographs and a platform for their distribution. Various Small Books (2013) compiles almost 100 publications inspired by Ed Ruscha’s conceptual artists’ books from the 1960’s and 70’s, which catalyzed a new chapter in photobook production. Various Library Books’ expands this survey to present photobook highlights from the UCLA Arts Library Collection: the so-called classics -- including some of Ruscha’s and those it inspired -- alongside the less-recognized and those it inspired -- alongside the less-known. This exhibition celebrates the power of photobooks, including some of Ruscha’s conceptual artists’ books from the 1960’s and 70’s, which catalyzed a new chapter in photobook production. "Various Library Books" presents a retrospective of landmark photobooks is not diminished but rather contextualized and shared when seen together with predecessors, parodies, and homages. The aura of this medium only grows as we take the opportunity to look at its greater range.

All books on display are from the UCLA Arts Library Collection. To learn more or check out a title, visit library.ucla.edu
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